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This trio of lavishly-presented hardback books depict the sensational imagery, miniatures, stories
and gameplay that are the bedrock of Warhammer 40,000. Each volume of Warhammer 40,000
presents a different aspect of the hobby. The first 144 page book, A Galaxy of War, explores the art
of collecting and painting your own force of miniatures. The history of the 41st Millennium is
presented in the second book, Dark Millennium. In 128 pages it describes the crumbling Imperium
of man and their many enemies, within and without, which wage war against humanity and each
other. The final volume, The Rules, is a 208 page book contains all the rules for playing games of
Warhammer 40,000.
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Though I didn't purchase the ruleset from this vendor, I do own this boxed set. In 6th edition, I
merely waited and purchased one of the ebay "mini-rulebooks" from the assault on black reach set.
I never had a chance to own the actual rulebook, so this time I decided to go all out.The books
come in a pack of three, in a very thick cardboard slip case. One book covers the rules, one the
fluff/background, and one is a very beautiful picture book. (What Warhammer visions should
be).The fluff book was a bit sparse, but has tons of absolutely gorgeous artwork (paintings/digital
work, not mini photos), as you flip through it. The binding and the paper quality is top notch.The
picture book is an excellent source of inspiration and reference for painting a variety of mini's from
all the different armies. There are even some full double page centerfolds (trygon/wraithknight).
Really spectacular photos here.The rules section is laid out very nicely. 7th Edition is really an
edited and re balanced 6th more then anything else. Most of the people who violently scream and
yell about it haven't actually played more then a handful of games (even if one at all!). They've

merely gone on the internet and formed their opinions based on "worse case scenario" videos and
forum posts. If you're new to Games workshop, you'll find that 9/10th of the community online just
spews a nearly non stop regurgitation of hate about pricing, price hikes, money grabs, rules,
balance issues, etc etc.The people actually enjoying the game? You'll find them off the forum in the
blog sphere, or at your local shops or gaming community. They'll be the ones with smiles on their
faces, having a jolly good time with their buddies.
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